Abstract-DrlviDg 15 full of unpredlctabillty and uncertainty. Standardized drive cycles, traditionally defined as velocity-time profiles serve as test-beds for performance predktion. However, these generalized patterns do not ofl'er real-Iife testing scenarios for every trip a vehicle might encounter during its Iife-cycle. Tbus, tbe "JourDey Mapplng" concept i5 bigbligbted in tbis paper, whicb re-defines drive cycles more realistically as the journey of a vehicle from an origin to the destination inßuenced by weather, terrain, traffk, driver behavlor, road and aerodynamlc condltions. AMESim software simulations for a Ford Focus Electric 2012 were seen to predict energy consumption with about five percent error on average compared to the true vehicle values.
1. INTRODUCTION Predicting the performance or behavior of a particular vehicle on the road be fore-hand for a particular trip has become a major necessity for the auto researchers as weil as the govemment. This is mainly because when a new vehicle is released into the market, the design first needs to be tested for its functionality, efficiency as weil as safety. On similar terms, al ready existing vehicles also need to go through periodic tests in order to ensure that their quality has not degraded below the acceptable safety standards. It is practically impossible to physically test every single vehicle in order to check for its compliance to safety standards. As such, the concept of drive cycles was introduced, which would serve as test-beds for any vehicle simulations in order to estimate their performance. Drive cycles provided a methodology to simulate conditions that a vehicle rnight in general go though on a road. Drive Cycles have been traditionally defined as velocity over time profiles which have been generalized as a result of repetitive standardized patterns. There are different drive cycles that have been standardized for different types ofvehieles and driving situations such as city versus highway driving [1]- [4] .
There are mainly two different types of driving cycles wh ich include the transient and modaL The transient drive eycles represent real-life driving patterns and on road conditions consisting of many speed changes within one cycle; whereas, the modal driving eycles may consist of straight aeceleration and constant speed periods, whieh do not represent the real-life driving eonditions [5] . These traditional drive cycles can be further categorized as European, US and Japanese driving cycles [6] .
Urban Dynamometer Driving Sehedule (UDDS) is one of the most common transient US driving eyde used mainly for simulating city driving conditions . Some of the other common US standard driving eycles include Federal Test Procedure (FTP 75) and US 06. The FTP 75 eycJe has an extra phase towards the end of a UDDS eycJe in order to model a hot engine [6] . The US 06 driving cycle models aggressive driving eonditions developed for modeling high engine loads [6] . New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) is a modal European driving eycJe whieh eonsists of four Eeonornie Commission for Europe (ECE 15) driving cydes followed by either an Extra Urban Driving Cyde (EUDC) or the Extra Urban Driving Cycle for Low-powered Vehicles (EUDCL). ECE 15 eonsists of speeds, ex haust temperature and engine load that are relatively low. Whereas, the EUDe simulates suburban and highway driving eonditions resulting in higher speeds and aeeeierations [6] . The velocity profiles for eertain standard driving eycles are shown in Fig. 1 [7] .
Besides the known traditional or standard driving eycJes, there have been some attempts in the literature, as deseribed in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in order to represent driving cycles more realistieally. Although, some of the extemal driving conditions have been taken into aeeount for these models, they do not provide a eomplete pieture of the vehicle's journey from the origin of the trip to the destination. In addition, variation of all the drive eycJe parameters simultaneously in real time is not eonsidered. ..s 3 .00E+Ol
Fig. I. VehicJe veJocity over time profiles for seleeted standard driving cycles generated using AMESim and Excel .
Although the traditional driving cycJes provide standardized testing procedures for evaluating vehicJes at a similar platform, a major drawback in these standard drive cycles is that only a vehicle's generaJized velocity profile is used for predicting the vehicle behavior. Since, this is a generalized pattern, it might not apply very accurately to every single vehicle for all of its trips. This is mainly because du ring the drive, a vehicle is influenced by many other conditions such as traffk, weather, road and so on. These external conditions have a significant influence on the vehicle's drive cycle, thus, its performance prediction in turn [14] ; however, they might be different for every trip. As such, it is not possible for a generalized pattern to accurately predict the vehicle performance every time.
rn order to address the above problem, a novel approach for re-defining automotive drive cycles -"Journey Mapping (JM)" has been proposed here [7] . 
H. JOURNEY MAPPING CONCEPT
Joumey Mapping re-defines a vehicJe's drive cycle as the joumey of that particular vehicle from an origin to a destination, which, during its journey, is affected by various conditions; some of wh ich include terrain, traffic, driver behavior, aerodynamic, vehicle, road, weather and so on [7] . This new proposed definition of drive cycles is an attempt to simulate the real driving conditions as closely as possible. In addition, it defines drive cycles uniquely for every trip rather than generalizing certain standardized patterns for almost all trips with similar driving scenario ( such as city versus highway driving). The Journey Mapping conditions have been shown in detail in Fig. 3 . Most of these conditions have been implemented in AMESim for a Ford Focus Electric 2012. The driver behavior and the traffic conditions were only partially included in the analysis due to the [imitations of the simulation model.
Irr. AMESIM SIMULATION MODEL
A model was built in AMESim for Ford Focus Electric 2012 based on the vehicle specifications from Ford [15] as shown in Fig. 4 [7] . The terrain, velocity profile and the weather conditions were included in the mission profile model. The ambient conditions model helped in further modeling varying weather conditions. The road, vehicle and aerodynamic conditions were modeled using the vehicJe block. Some of the parameters selected for the first Journey Mapping iteration's vehicle model are shown in Table I . Many such parameters were modified for various techniques. 
IV. SENSlTIVITY ANALYSIS
A detailed sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to detennine the effect of various driving cycJe parameters on the prediction of the Ford Focus Electric's energy consumption. Two different analyses were carried out. One was for detennining the influence of the simulation parameters on the energy consumption prediction as shown in Fig. 5 . The second analysis, which is shown in Fig. 6 , was for understanding the impact of the Controller Area Network (CAN) parameters on the prediction of the energy consumption. In general, it was seen that, out of the studied conditions, the terrain, road and vehicJe conditions were seen to be influencing the energy consumption prediction the most.
V. RESULTS
Four iterations of Joumey Mapping data, with varying external conditions were compared with the CAN data as weil as the standard drive cyc1es in order to evaluate the efficiency and applicability of the various techniques in accurately predicting the energy consumption for the defined scope. In addition, these values are compared with the published Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) labels. The energy consumption calculated using various techniques is shown in Fig. 7 . Since the CAN values were collected in real-time directly from the vehicle, they are considered to be the most accurate. As such, an average percent error was calculated between the tme CAN results and the various techniques as shown in Fig. 8 . It was seen that the Joumey Mapping model was able to predict energy consumption most accurately when compared with the true CAN results. It was noticed that the deviations were very high for the EP A labels as weil as the standard drive cyc1es, except the US 06 driving cycle. The average percent error ofthe Journey Mapping model was only seen to be about five percent; hence, proving the accuracy of the Joumey Mapping technique.
The Joumey Mapping was seen to be the most ace urate out of a11 the techniques tested because it includes various extemal drive cyc\e conditions, thus, providing more accurate means of vehic1e perfonnance prediction. These conditions are not considered for the other techniques which resulted in high deviations. In addition, the use of a particular driving cycle completely depends on the application. Thus, certain driving cycles might be more relevant for some trips. As such, the generalized patterns used for standard drive cycles as weIl as the EP A labels proved to be inaccurate when applied to realistic trips. In addition, since the route selected for Journey Mapping did not account for a loop or a round trip, certain standard driving cyc\es as weil as the EP A labels were seen to have higher deviations when compared with the true CAN results. In addition to the summarized results shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 ., the specific Joumey Mapping results for the battery, motor and the vehicle are shown in Fig. 9 
VI. BENEFITS AND ApPLlCATIONS
Journey Mapping re-defines drive cycles more realistically by including extemal drive cycle conditions that can affect a vehicle's journey from a particular origin to destination. It can serve as a testing-bed to provide more aeeurate vehicle behavior and performance prediction by incorpomting reallife scenarios. lt can thus be helpful in revising existing standards aceordingly.
In addition, it ean be applied to conventional as weil as offroad, emergency or military vehicles where it is very important to predict the drive conditions before-hand. Also, it ean be very helpful for intelligent decision making in autonomous-capable vehicles.
If commercialized through a web portal, it can provide means for estimating personalized vehic\e behavior information based on individual driver's requirements and utilization of the vehicle. Also, it can be helpful in making intelligent decisions regarding route planning.
VII. RECOMMENDA TlONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The aecuracy of the Joumey Mapping model eould be further improved by ineorporating real-time traffie [16] and true driver behavior data [17] . In addition, a round trip can be considered for the implementation of the Journey Mapping model in order to provide a better pieture of the vehicle's joumey. Also, incorporating symbolic models from MapleSim instead of AMESim for modeling road eonditions can help in incorporating road conditions that are even more representative of real-life scenarios.
In addition, the Joumey Mapping model could be validated using a dynamometer which can then be helpful in revising the current test proeedures. The Joumey Mapping model can be integrated with the vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-toinfrastructure technology in order to provide accurate vehicle behavior estimation model for autonomous-eapable vehicles [ 18] .
VIII. CONC LUS ION
In conc\usion, it was seen through this study that the Journey Mapping concept provided more realistic me ans to estimating vehic\e performance predietion by re-defining the drive cyeles in order to incorporate the various extemal conditions that might influenee a vehicle's journey from an origin to destination. The Journey Mapping model was seen to predict the true energy consumption for Ford Focus Electric 2012 with about five pereent error. In addition, the drive eycle parameters such as terrain, road and vehicle eonditions were seen to influence the energy consumption the most.
In overall, the main goalofthis study was to demonstrate a significant need for re-defining drive cycJes due to the high deviations between the predieted and the aetual values. The aim was also to highlight the Journey Mapping concept which can serve as a more realistic testing bed for the vehicle performance prediction.
